FRAILTY, THY NAME IS HUMAN

We, the human race, are fond of looking proudly about us at the variety of differences that exist between the great kingdoms and species among us. Yet when human weaknesses are uncovered, we are apt to be either frighten:ed or amused, depending on whether the weaknesses are magnified or minimized. We are a curious lot, and we don't mind talking about it. Yet when human weaknesses are magnified to such a degree as to be of general concern, we are apt to be both shocked and amazed. As if we were all brilliant examples of perfection, easily tainted and spoiled with the least provocation.

It is easy to sum up such instances as these. Yet it does fol- low that all of us are on the same page. The only difference is the degree of skill or ignorance of error in college society. Certain in- dividuals were fond of directing this huge spotlight and pointing to our civilization and su-

Stability and success are also rewards.

But in literary fields there is little or no reward at many schools. The "R and Quill Association" has been organized at Rice for several years, but this year it promises to hold more in store for us.

On Main Street at Preston

$35 $43

Smart Topcoats

Again We Introduce A New Collection of Fabric Colors In

FALL SUITS

These are the very latest to arrive—the designs have recently been discovered and lately released in Young Men's Suits. They are a relief from the "same old thing," they are happy, harmonizing color blends that avoid gaudiness and give good taste.

English Flannel Layettes, Camel Hair, Varsity Blues, Collegiate Gray, Cinnamon Tints, Tulip Tints. Tailored beautifully in the most authoritative style, they are none short of extraordinary values at $35 and $43.

A Life Insurance Policy is an evidence of character and a foundation for a good credit rating

Buy Yours From

Sloipover Sweaters

In New Ideas

$3.95 $5

made of genuine Rus-

sia Calf Skin, Rook Oak Sol,e, Wingfoot Rub h er Hools; 15 styles! In High and Low Shoes.

Under the Name of

Hammamers

Monarch

$7

Will give as long wear as the highest price Shoes made.
MENCKEN GIVES NEW SONG

"I Am, God Damn, I Am" Philistine Chorus

We have always maintained that H. L. Mencken is a man of many and varied interests. As a critic he is superb, as a politician he was ineffably stupid, and as a poet he has few interests save his love of the "artistic spirit." He is a member of the Curtain Society, and satirizes its general lack of talent and intelligence.

The University of Texas, interested in the man whom they have named their "department of English," has published a book, devoted to the study of the University's "department of English." The book, entitled "The Texas Vagabond," is a collection of the works of various poets, including Mencken, who is one of the contributors.

The book is ahideous operation on the world of literature, and is intended for reading in neither bawdy nor serious moods. It should be highly valued by all those who are interested in the man whom they have named their "department of English."
Guerard Crichton aux Hiboux

Professeur Parle De Ses Voyages En Europe

Madelicott, et aux présidents. De temps à autre, une tete venue de distance, ma rageur au bon espoir de ses membres une Claisse, abolir la haineuse aux nouveaux.

Nos voix s’épanouissent alors pour le plaisant et la brillante expression des jeunes.

Nous avons porté la haute voix de notre enthousiasme. Partout....

Guerard Crichton aux Hiboux

... mais ennuyeuses, et par Caternity.

Hairstun, secretary-treasurer.

... invite leading architects of the city to which has become an institution at la meilleur navire de la Compagnie !

... mais ennuyeuses, et par Caternity.

Hairstun, secretary-treasurer.

... invite leading architects of the city to which has become an institution at la meilleur navire de la Compagnie !
FROM THE PRESS

LITTLE WILLIE FIDELIO, or "A Review of the Rice Owls of 1919," was the title given to the 1919 edition of the Rice Owls' annual. Little Willie, the co-editor of the magazine, is portrayed on the cover with a four-leaf clover, signifying his Irish heritage.

"...he was through and the class was abandoned."

THE EYES OF TEXAS

by John W. Heisman

For the benefit of those who do not know, I am not the only one to recognize the errors in the present publication on the records and the superior exhibition of the Owls. The only difference is that they have a lot more in our favor.

"...for the coming contest with Oklahoma Aggies."

THE UNDISPUTED CONFERENCE CHAMPS

Bobbing and joining the association, he says. And you feel griped because the same way mark reached with a clean slate, we are likely to crack.

"...they have not yet arrived."

THE STANFORD BUNCH

The Kangaroo coach will be even more desirous to trim the conqueror of the game.

"...not only has he keenest eye for the outcome of this game."

THE MOST FEARFUL

I know that the number has in-...the eyes have been...the Owls. And? the way our regulars went thru...right degree if you appeal to him in "The Eyes of Texas"...

WEST HALL - WILL FIGHT GROOGLY BATTLE TO Finish Early

Both teams have made the climb from the floor of the Bloodmobile. Senior B New will not be the last to make the hill.

"...no spirit here but splendid spirit that has animated the man."
GALLANT YOUTH SUCCEED IN

**V. E. JOCKUSCH**

It was the annual Fall Festival on the street corner, and Jockusch was in line at the parking meter. He was waiting for his turn to pay, when he noticed a group of boys standing around a car. They were talking in hushed tones, and Jockusch could hear them saying things like, "That's the new guy from the wrong side of the tracks." Jockusch's heart began to pound. He had been living with his grandmother in a small town, and he had never been to the city before. He knew he had to do something to prove himself.

"Excuse me, boys," Jockusch said, "I want to join you. I've just moved to the city, and I want to become part of the group." The boys looked at him with skepticism. But Jockusch was determined. He was a natural leader, and he knew he could make a difference.

"Well, we don't usually let just anyone join," one of the boys said. "But if you really want to, I guess we could make an exception." Jockusch took the opportunity and quickly proved his worth. He showed the boys how to handle their car, and they started to respect him.

In no time, Jockusch had become the head of the group. They went on countless adventures together, and he always led the way. His leadership was key in their success, and he was soon known throughout the city as one of the most influential young men around.

Jockusch later opened his own business, and he continued to inspire others with his leadership and determination. He proved that one man can make a difference, and he will always be remembered as a true hero.

---

**DESERET NEWS**

**PEOPLE'S CENTER**

**1200 S. 1000 E.**

**HOTLINE: 801-497-3480**

**WANTED**

A dedicated individual to join our team in the People's Center. We are looking for someone who shares our vision of empowering people through education and support. If you are passionate about making a difference in the lives of others, we encourage you to apply.

---

**THE DENVER TIMES**

**1121 W. 18th Ave.**

**DENVER, CO**

**621-0192**

**HOTLINE: 303-530-2000**

**WANTED**

A enthusiastic and experienced individual to join our team in the Denver Times. We are looking for someone who shares our passion for journalism and writing. If you are passionate about bringing important stories to the public, we encourage you to apply.

---

**THE DENVER TIMES**

**1121 W. 18th Ave.**

**DENVER, CO**

**621-0192**

**HOTLINE: 303-530-2000**

**WANTED**

A exceptionally talented and dedicated individual to join our team in the Denver Times. We are looking for someone who shares our dedication to journalism and writing. If you are passionate about bringing important stories to the public, we encourage you to apply.